Cartonboard jam-packed with nature

NEW GREEN CARTONBOARD:

GC + UC STORCH
With approx. 25 % grass

A new bird has landed:

GC + UC STORCH

Ecology and performance

CREATIVE AND INNOVATIVE:

GRASSFIBRES
Replace valuable wood fibres in the cartonboard

What was once just an idea has now become a reality. In searching for
ecologically valuable materials, we discovered grass for our cartonboard range. We have replaced a portion of the mechanical pulp in the
back- and middlelayer of STORCH with treated grass fibres, resulting
in a pure “green” cartonboard with excellent properties.
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Creativity for the environment
Ecological aspects play an important
role in the conception and development of our products.

Creativity for new packaging
Following comprehensive testing,
one thing was certain: STORCH is a
pure “green” cartonboard with excellent properties.
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Secure raw material chain

100 % NATURAL AND

AFFORDABLE

Grass – a locally sourced raw material makes its way up the ladder
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Why grass of all things?
Environmentally friendly cartonboard
manufacturers like us are always on
the lookout for raw materials that
reduce the carbon footprint of their
products. The major questions: Are
the raw materials available in sufficient quantities? Are they affordable?
Can they achieve good technical
properties? Are they safe in packaging materials, especially those
coming into contact with food?

Grass meets all requirements
Grass grows everywhere in Germany.
Grass offers greater ecological benefits than mechanical pulp and is local
– less transport also mean less CO2
emissions. In several series of tests,
our engineers discovered that adding
grass affords excellent technical
results. After all, natural grass introduces no problematic substances
into the cartonboard whatsoever.

Regional grass offers many ecological advantages and is a viable
alternative to mechanical pulp, which
is produced using energy-intensive
processes.

Grass yields several crops each year.
Mow, dry, grind, press – that’s it.
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Certified quality

SAFE FOR

FOOD

GC + UC STORCH – and not just for food...

Pure “green” cartonboard
No problematic substances are used
in producing STORCH, making it an
ecological product to the core – no
recycled fibres either. An independent
testing institute has confirmed that
the cartonboard meets national and
international standards, suitable for
packaging dry food.
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Good arguments for many industries
Let your imagination run free. Pro
ducts from a wide range of industries
operating with a green mindset are
in good hands with packaging made
from STORCH, including the fashion,
shoes, cosmetics, personal hygiene
and pharmaceuticals industries.
Affording excellent technical proper
ties such as bending strength and
plybond strength, the cartonboard
achieves a natural print image. Its
workmanship is precise and its sur
face offers pleasant sense of touch.
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Footprint figures

Lower greenhouse effect thanks
to 25 % grass – the right choice
for green packaging.

Compostable, biodegradable –
and 100 % recyclable.

CONVINCING ARGUMENTS FOR

GREENFOOTPRINTS
Reduced CO2 emissions, lower water consumption

Active climate protection
The influence of a raw material on
the environment can be identified in
its footprint. Compared with primary
pulp, grass from extensively used
meadows produces only one-third
of CO2 equivalents. What does this
mean for STORCH? Adding
25 % grass to the back and middle
layer saves over 250 kg of CO2 per
ton in comparison to conventional
fresh-fibre cartonboard.
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Resources saved
Saving mechanical pulp significantly
reduces both energy and water
consumption. Approximately 3 m³
less valuable water flows through
our systems per ton of raw material
compared with a conventional freshfibre cartonboard.

Arguments for your packaging?
Should you need more or more
detailed information on our product
carbon footprint to analyse your own
packaging or packaged products,
we would be happy to put together
some documentation for you. The
test results from ISEGA GmbH for
STORCH can be viewed at request.
Our STORCH is also available in an
FSC® -certified version.
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The usual high material quality

A WHOLESOME

SOLUTION
No special production requirements

Will this change everything?
No. STORCH can be processed like
the other cartonboards in our range
– you may already be familiar with
their steady quality. The cartonboard
offers a premium print image with
pleasant sense of touch thanks to its
natural texture.
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Three grammages
We make STORCH in 250, 300 and
in 400 g/m². All grammages offer
good handling properties, a bulk and
excellent stiffness values. Designed
as an innovative green product in our
laboratory, the cartonboard is only
available from Buchmann.

The Buchmann quality you
are used to
As with all our cartonboard series,
the production process for STORCH
is closely monitored and the finished
product is thoroughly tested. You
can rely on consistently high quality
that provides your products with a
valuable framework.

TRY IT

RIGHTNOW
STORCH will convince you

Worth a thousand words
A test with our new STORCH “green”
cartonboard. Ask us if you’d like to
see finished packaging examples. Or
if you would like to produce your first
packaging or a concrete series. As
your partner, we are here for you.
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GC + UC STORCH is not only an eco-solution for food. It is also the
preferred cartonboard of all companies opting for an end-to-end
ecological concept right down to their packaging. STORCH is proof
that a natural print image and good technical packaging properties
are possible while staying green.
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